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Introduction
For over a decade, Swan Island Networks has been providing innovative threat intelligence and
situational awareness solutions in the United States and around the world. We have supported
large public and private sector organizations ranging from the U.S. Department of Defense to
Walmart. Our information services have been used to:
• Protect world leaders at global summits
• Move American TV crews to safety in Tahrir Square
• Inform expats in Japan about new developments after the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami
• Notify U.S. citizens about tornadoes, wildfires, and sandstorms
• Support Patrols on the US/Mexican border
• Improve ambulance and fire dispatch coordination in Sweden
• Help ports on the Columbia River share sensitive security information
• Provide real-time situational awareness for Super Bowl XLIII

Swan Island technology being used by military and homeland security personnel on the U.S./Mexican border.
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Scenario 1: Cross-Agency Common Operating Picture
You are forming a network of regional private enterprises and public agencies to share information
and resources in times of crisis. You want to create a “common operating picture” for all members
of your network.

Solution

1

Create a
Workspace and
invite trusted
collaborators
from aﬀected
agencies.

2

Develop a
“Common
Operating
Picture”
Dashboard
illustrating
shared threats.

3

Create a Group
with key
stakeholders as
members and
share Dashboard
with it.

4

Create needto-know Smart
Alerts for
executives
from all
agencies
involved.

Case Study
2015 US PAPAL VISIT with Metropolitan Resilience Network
In September 2015, the Pope visited the US for the first time in seven
years. Swan Island was commissioned by the Metropolitan Resilience
Network to create ten dashboards featuring road closure alerts, weather
forecasts, traﬃc camera feeds, crime reports, and social commentary
along the Pope’s various NY visitation routes. The real-time dashboards
were distributed to both private enterprise and public agency leaders
throughout New York and New Jersey, and displayed on the big screens
within the Port Authority’s Emergency Operating Center.
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Scenario 2: Event Management & 1st Responder Alerting
Boston has just defeated New York in the World Series and thousands of boisterous fans are
streaming into the streets. You want to avoid civil disturbances and traﬃc congestion.

Solution

1

Track crowd
location and
sentiment by
monitoring
Tweets and FB
posts about the
game.

2

Receive
inbound Alerts
from nearby
police detailing
crowd direction
and volatility.

3

Use GPS
Tracking to
determine first
responders’
proximity to
volatile areas.

4

Send Smart
Alerts to
transportation
and safety
oﬃcials so
they can
coordinate
response.

Case Study
2012 NATO SUMMIT with Securitas
In May, 2012, world leaders gathered in Chicago at a time of economic
uncertainty and rising social unrest. Three command centers emerged as
key hubs for event security: a federally funded Fusion Center, a local City
of Chicago command center, and an ad hoc private company command
center hosted by physical security leader, Securitas. The Securitas team
used Swan Island technology to monitor both the location of protestors
(via their posts to social networks), and incoming alerts from field agents,
on one shared map. They used Smart Alerting to ensure stakeholders
were kept abreast of all protestor activities and whereabouts. The day
before the summit, Federal government oﬃcials visited the Securitas
command center and witnessed TX360 in action—and it became the
primary operating picture for all three command centers overnight!
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Scenario 3: Public health alerts and monitoring
A sudden outbreak of influenza has been reported in the port of Abu Dhabi. You want to notify
your port authorities immediately, and monitor local hospitals for any local outbreaks.

Solution

1

Monitor Health
alerts
pertaining to
Influenza from
relevant
Intelligence
Channels.

2

Send Smart
Alerts to port
authorities and
local hospital
administrators
with late
breaking
reports.

3

Receive
inbound alerts
from local
hospitals when
an influenza
case has been
admitted.

4

Track virus
progress on a
map with
Asset
Monitoring.

Case Study
WEST AFRICA EBOLA DASHBOARDS Free to NGOs
The 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa quickly became an international
public health crisis. Swan Island created free public-access intelligence
dashboards to support Blue Planet Network, NetHope, and Mercy Corps
in their eﬀorts to monitor the outbreak. Our intelligence analysts utilized
our vast catalog of Intelligence Channels to deliver an initial set of
dashboards within hours. In the days following, those dashboards were
further enhanced with late-breaking Ebola-specific content from various
governments and aid organizations.
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Scenario 4: Severe weather alerts for the private sector
A major hurricane now headed your way will surely disrupt businesses and real estate
development projects in your region. You want to alert your private sector partners to storm
developments and receive field reports from them during recovery.

Solution

1

Monitor
Weather alerts
from relevant
Intelligence
Channels,
filtered by
region.

2

Create
Predictive Alert
to determine
potential
impact and
arrival time.

3

Send Smart
Alerts to site
managers with
warnings and
updates.

4

Receive
inbound alerts
from site
managers with
status updates
and damage
reports.

Case Study
SEVERE WEATHER RESPONSE with Walmart
With thousands of stores and distribution centers in America’s snow belt,
coordinating response to snow and ice storms is a big challenge for the
retail powerhouse Walmart. In 2008, Walmart headquarters began using
dashboards to monitor weather conditions and roof snow-load at all of
their stores and facilities. In addition, a Predictive Alert was created to
deliver snow depth and snow weight projections for each aﬀected store.
When existing or forecasted weather exceeds the load capacity for a
building, Smart Alerts are automatically sent to managers to warn them
of a potential roof collapse. Those managers then use the two-way
reporting capabilities of TX360 to update headquarters when remedial
actions have been taken.
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SWAN ISLAND NETWORKS
About Swan Island Networks:
Situational Awareness and
Smart Alerting Made Easy.
Swan Island Networks has been a leader and
innovator in situational intelligence and Smart
Alerting for over a decade. Swan Island’s TX360®
platform helps you make faster, better informed
decisions with highly relevant real-time alerts
and a comprehensive common operating picture.
Founded in 2002 by 20-year veterans of the
cyber security industry, Swan Island Networks
began as a software engineering lab working
with the US government, focusing on R&D
programs. The company has participated in over
a dozen contracts with government agencies
such as the Department of Defense, Homeland
Security, and various intelligence organizations.
In 2009, Swan Island Networks launched the
Trusted Information Exchange Service (TIES®).
Designed to optimize intelligence aggregation,
filtering, and distribution for the physical and
cyber security industries, TIES now supports and
helps protect more than 250 large enterprises
and 20% of Fortune 100 companies every day.
In 2014, Swan Island announced a new
partnership with Microsoft and launched TIES for
Microsoft CityNext, providing situational
intelligence services to city, state, and county
leaders; schools safety oﬃcers and
administrators; CIOs; and emergency
management and safety personnel.
For more information contact us at
866.222.9022 or sales@swanisland.net

Headquarters
6420 SW Macadam Ave.
Suite 160
Portland, OR 97239
866.222.9022
swanislandnetworks.com

